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ABSTRACT
We introduce the notion of a fused quantum superplane by allowing for terms   x in the
dening relations. We develop the dierential calculus for a large class of fused quantum




In the conventional approach to quantum superplanes (see e.g. [1] for a review) one












































































R, is then dened to be the quadratic algebra
obtained by modding out the relations (2) from the free associative algebra generated by
the z
a
. One may consider A
q
which are a at deformation of the usual (M jN)-superspace:
the matrix
b
R then depends on a set of deformation parameters, here collectively denoted














moreover, the atness condition is the statement that A
q
is isomorphic to A 
 C (q) as
a C (q)-module, where A = A
q=1
is the underformed superplane. In most examples
b
R is
taken to be a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE).





of superspace are not on equal footing, but rather that the coor-
dinates x

of spacetime are \composites" of the more fundamental fermionic variables










(x; _x; ), where L
1
contains terms quadratic in _x such that the only
second class constraints were those for the conjugate momenta of 

. The Dirac brackets
for the fermionic coordinates
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The distinction between bosonic and fermionic coordinates may seem articial in the
























































However, whereas Lorentz generators were constructed, yielding the conventional Lorentz




















. The proposal was incomplete
and very speculative, and no further work was done on the subject.
In this letter, we reconsider (3) in the context of quantum deformations of the super-































= 0 ; unless a =  ; b =  ; c =  ; (5)
which we will henceforth assume. An equation similar to (4) was considered in the context
of braided Lie algebras [3,4], the z
a
then corresponding to the generators of a deformed Lie
algebra. However, in that context the T
ab
c
tend to the structure constants of the Lie algebra
in the classical limit whereas in our approach we allow the limit to be zero. Further, the
conditions that arise on
b











, is then dened to be the quadratic algebra
obtained by modding out the relations (4) from the free associative algebra generated by
the z
a
. Again we are interested in the case where A
q
is a at deformation of the usual
quantum superplane. We nd that the atness conditions in the fused case are more
restrictive than in the unfused case since by exploring the associativity conditions one is
led to compatibility relations between the various components of
b















For deniteness we discuss a simple model rst. Consider a (2j2) superspace in d =








. Assuming the preservation
of the Lorentz index structure (which is a natural assumption if we ultimately want to
have a deformation of the Lorentz group acting on our fused quantum superplane) leads
to an ansatz with eight free parameters. On demanding compatibility of the associativity












)) with the dening relations (4), it is clear that
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, respectively, to put the equations in a
form with  = 1 or  = 1. From this we see that the equations only contain one true
deformation parameter, q. We will keep the ;  explicit, however, in order to discuss the
ordinary superplane as the limit ;  ! 0. Note that the equations (7) may be written
in the form (4){(6), where we may x T
++
+
= 2 and T
  
=
= 2. A generalization of the
solution (7) to (N jN) superspace is easily constructed along the same lines. We will return
to this generalization later.
We now return to a more general discussion of the fused quantum superplanes. First,

































































for any choice of 
ab
6= 0. A more general equivalence of this form is obtained by replacing

ab






. There are further equivalences corresponding to linear
redenitions of the coordinates. Since it is not our aim in this paper to give the most
general quantum superplane up to these equivalences we will not explore this any further.
For invertible
b





























Although more general fused quantum superplanes are feasible, it is natural to impose that
{ 3 {














































R  1) = 0 ;

b




R satises a quadratic characteristic equation and T
ab
c
is an eigenvector of
b
R with
eigenvalue  1= for all indices c. Moreover, any (
b
R; T )-system satisfying (12) is equivalent
under (9) to an (
b




= 1 ; (13)
b
RT =  T : (14)
Henceforth we will work with the `gauge' (13), (14). Together with (6) we will refer to
these conditions as the naturalness conditions on (
b
R; T ). With the above naturalness
conditions our dierential calculus takes a particularly simple form, but the corresponding
formulas for the more general gauge (12) can be easily worked out.
3
Again we stress that
there are additional relations on
b
R and T coming from the compatibility of associativity
of the coordinate ring with the dening relations (4). We do not know how to write these
relations in closed formulas.
Both to construct interesting examples and to construct a dierential calculus on
fused quantum superplanes along the lines of [5,6,7] it proves convenient to introduce an
additional bosonic coordinate z
0
{ commuting with all the other coordinates z
a
and which
can be consistently specialized to a constant (as will be done at a later stage) { and rewrite







































































Here the matrix rows correspond to (00), (0b), (a0) and (ab), the columns similarly to









. The equations (13) and (14) for (
b
R; T ) imply that
b







= 1 : (17)
A particularly interesting class of fused quantum superplanes is those for which
b
R















































Equation (18), together with (17), implies that
b
R constitutes a representation of the per-



































































































































The last two of these equations are trivially satised because of the preservation of di-
mension condition (5). Also note that the YBE is not preserved under the equivalence
(9).
It is straightforward to check that the model in (7) (written in the form of equations
(4){(6)) satises these YBEs. In fact, suppose one takes (4) in its most general form for the
(2j2) plane which preserves grading, dimension, and Lorentz index structure (as discussed
previously). Then imposing the YBE leaves (7) as the most general solution if one excludes
those solutions (nonat deformations) which impose spurious vanishing of products of the
generators. One can push this slightly further. If we replace Lorentz index preservation by







then the YBE still leads to the same unique solution. It is not clear how to make this
analysis in a more general case, but this does show a rather pleasing consistency of the
idea of naturalness at least for this case.
{ 5 {





),  = 1; : : : ;M ,  = 1; : : : ; N . We can look for solutions where the braiding matrix
b














for some set of parameters q
ab
































6= 0 : (24)






in which case the only constraint on T











































A less nontrivial solution, generalizing (7), is to consider an equal number of fermionic




), i = 1; : : : ; N and making the assumption that the relations










































































, i < j and 
i
are arbitrary deformation parameters.





for M 6= N are dened by setting the appropriate coordinates (and
deformation parameters) to zero in A
(max(M;N)jmax(M;N))
. It is easily seen that the solu-
tions (26) and (27), obtained by solving the Yang-Baxter equations, are fully compatible
with the associativity constraints; i.e. imposing associativity does not lead to additional
relations on the coordinates. In general we expect this to be the case for all solutions to
(20) satisfying the naturalness conditions (6), (13) and (14).
Now we briey discuss the dierential calculus on a fused quantum superplane. We
start with the formulation in terms of
b












































(We have chosen the convention where d commutes with both the bosonic and fermionic
coordinates of the quantum superplane.) Following the steps in [5] one nds that the















































































To recover the dierential calculus on A
q

























, it is easily seen that




= 0. Also, when
considering forms on the hyperplane A
q
, there is no need to dene the derivative @
0
.
However, for consistency, we need to show that @
0
does not occur on the right hand side






















. (Sometimes, it can happen that @
0
can be eliminated by
combining various equations of (30) in which @
0
does occur. In these cases, however, at
least in examples, no independent equations on the other derivatives are obtained.) Thus,
we conclude that (30) leads to a consistent dierential calculus on A
q
.
A possible application of the foregoing might be a new kind of superspace super-
symmetry and supergravity, or two-dimensional superconformal eld theory, where the
Grassmann thetas are replaced by our kind of Cliord thetas. One should then work out
how the deformed supersymmetry algebra acts on the supercoordinates, using methods
which are quite common in quantum groups. These ideas remain to be explored.
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